SUBJ PRESS SELECTION LIST: TRUD

Full Text Superzone of Message

1. Moscow TRUD 29 Jan 93 Evening Edition:
   1. Nikolay Kishkin article on Chernomyrdin's 28 Jan report to parliament on anticrisis measures p 1 fyi (600) 2. Aleksandr Nikolayev Delhi report on Yeltsin visit to India; signing of documents for basis of new mutual relations between two countries pp 1, 3 fyi (800) 3. Igor Ostrovskiy Dnepropetrovsk article on Ukraine's economic struggles; relations with neighbors; party, Komsomol organizations pp 1 fyi (850) 4. Vitaliy Gоловачёв interview with Russian central bank first deputy chairman Arnold Vойлуков on what fate awaits the new Russian money p 2 text (1100) (934A0695A) 5. Igor Tsarev article examining binary chemical weapon development in Russia; super-secret test site in Shikhany; 1982 experiment on lieutenant Vladimir Petrenko; 1991 secret Lenin prize for binary chemical weapon development; Vily Mirzayanov affair pp 2 fyi (1200) 6. Vissarion Sisin Washington report on appointment of Thomas Pickering as U.S. ambassador to Russia; highlights of Pickering's career pp 3 no further processing planned (400) 7. Yuriy Shokin article on how detectives and experts destroyed the legend of the 1947 'flying saucer' incident near Roswell, New Mexico p 4 fyi (1300) (endall)